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ABSTRACT

Two scenarios of possible ion heating due to finite amplitude parallel propagating Alfve´n waves in the solar
atmosphere are investigated using a one-dimensional test particle approach. (1) A finite amplitude Alfve´n wave
is instantly introduced into a plasma (or equivalently, new ions are instantly created). (2) New ions are constantly
created. In both scenarios, ions will be picked up by the Alfve´n wave. In case 1, the wave scatters ions in the
transverse direction leading to a randomization (or heating) process. This process is complete when a phase shift
of �p in the ion gyrospeed is produced between particles with characteristic parallel thermal speed and particles
with zero parallel speed. This corresponds to (k is the wavenumber, and is the ion thermal speed).t p p/kv vth th

A ring velocity distribution can be produced for a large wave amplitude. The process yields a mass-proportional
heating in the transverse direction, a temperature anisotropy, and a bulk flow along the background magnetic
field. In case 2, continuous ion creation represents a continuing phase shift in the ion gyrospeed leading to
heating. New particles are picked up by the Alfve´n wave within one ion gyroperiod. It is speculated that the
mechanism may operate in the chromosphere and active regions where transient events may generate finite
amplitude Alfvén waves.

Subject headings: Sun: chromosphere — Sun: corona — waves

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been widely speculated that the energy that heats the
corona comes from the convective flows in the photosphere.
The energy is somehow transported into the coronal part
through the magnetic field. It is natural to think that Alfve´n
waves channel the energy to the corona. Indeed, these waves
have been observed in the solar atmosphere (Ulrich 1996) and
are ubiquitous in the extended corona—the fast solar wind
(Smith et al. 1995). However, Alfve´n waves are difficult to
dissipate in collisionless plasmas. Hence, nonlinear processes
have been assumed to cascade the wave energy from low to
high frequencies where wave dissipation is readily possible
(Hollweg 1986; Li & Habbal 2003).

When Alfvén waves propagate in a partially ionized plasma,
neutral-ion collisions produce a channel for the wave dissi-
pation (De Pontieu & Haerendel 1998; De Pontieu et al. 2001;
Leake et al. 2005). Ions and neutrals can be collisionally cou-
pled. A slippage between the ion and neutral populations leads
to the wave dissipation. If we consider that neutrals are con-
stantly ionized at the chromosphere, we will show that these
newly created He�1 ions will be picked up by the wave and
will be energized.

In this Letter, a new scenario, ion pickup by an Alfve´n wave,
is explored. The pickup process can lead to the heating of ions,
and it must also dissipate the wave. In § 2, we discuss the ion
pickup process by an instantly introduced wave (or identically,
the ions are created instantly). In § 3, the pickup of continuously
created ions by an Alfve´n wave is investigated. Finally, in § 4
we discuss possible applications of the ion pickup process in the
solar atmosphere.

2. ION PICKUP BY ALFVÉN WAVES

Consider a parallel propagating monochromatic dispersion-
less Alfvén wave with angular frequencyq and wavenumber
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k, and ( is the Alfvén speed). The wave electro-q p kv vA A

magnetic field and aredB dEw w

dB p B (cosf i � sinf i ),w k k x k y

dE p �v B /B � dB , (1)w 0 0 wA

where and are unit vectors, is the background magnetici i Bx y 0

field, and denotes the wave phase. The motionf p k(v t � z)k A

of a particle is described by

dv dz
m p e [dE � v � (B i � dB )], p v . (2)j j w 0 z w zdt dt

Let , , and ; then we have�ifku p v � iv v p v dB p B e⊥ w kx y k z

du⊥ �ifk� iQ u p i(v � v )Q e , (3)0 ⊥ kk Adt

dv dzk ifkp �Im (u Q e ), p v , (4)⊥ k kdt dt

where , , andj refers to the physicalQ p e B /m Q p e B /m0 j 0 j k j k j

quantities of ion speciesj. As a first-order approximation,
is a constant, where is the initial ion parallelv ≈ v (0) v (0)k k k

velocity. The approximation is valid when isQ /Q p B /Bk 0 k 0

small and the wave frequency is low so .FQ F k Fk(v � v )F0 k A

With the initial condition and , the solutionu p u (0) z p z(0)⊥ ⊥
of equation (3) for a low beta plasma is (Wu et al. 1997; Lu
et al. 2006)

B Bk k vikz(0) �iQ t �ik( t�z)0 Au p u (0) � v e e � v e , (5)⊥ ⊥ A A[ ]B B0 0

where and we have adopted approximationsz p z(0) � v (0)tk

, . The last term of isQ � k[v � v (0)] ≈ Q v � v (0) ≈ v u0 0 ⊥A k A k A

the perturbed ion velocity of an Alfve´n wave. The first term
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is due to the gyromotion of the particle and the modifica-
tion of the gyromotion due to the wave. Note, ifu (0) p⊥

and , the particle is surfing on the�ikz(0)�v (B /B )e v (0) p 0k 0A k

wave, and there is no gyromotion.
Now let us consider an ensemble of newly created particles

with a Maxwellian distribution. The particles’ average parallel
speed is zero, but the transverse component is :u⊥f

Bk ikzu (0) p u (0) � u (0) p u (0) � av e , (6)⊥ ⊥r ⊥f ⊥r A B0

wherea, a constant, describes the degree that the newly created
particles are settled in the wave field. If , the newlya p 1
created particles are already settled; denotes the randomu⊥r

perpendicular thermal speed. After timet, particles with dif-
ferent initial position will arrive atz. Thez(0) p z � v (0)tk

average transverse velocity atz is

B 1 � ak v�ik( t�z)AU p �v e �⊥ A �B pv0 th

�
B 2k v v vik[z� (0)t] �iQ t �[ (0)/ ]k 0 k th# v e e e dv (0)� A kB�� 0

B Bk kv�ik( t�z) ikz �iQ tA 0p �v e � (1 � a)A v e e , (7)kA AB B0 0

where ,
2 2 2 2� v�x �k t /4th�A p 1/ p cos (kv tx)e dx p e v p∫��k th th

, and is the initial temperature of speciesj.1/2(2k T /m ) TB j0 j j0

Equation (7) illustrates the pickup of ions by the wave. Note
when . Hence, regardless of the value ofa,A ≈ 0 kv t ≥ pk th

these particles will be picked up by the Alfve´n wave: eventually
is determined by the wave only. Subtracting equation (7)U⊥

from equation (5), one finds the random perpendicular velocity
at z:

Bk v�iQ t ik[z� (0)t] �iQ t0 k 0u � U p u (0)e � (1 � a)v e e⊥ ⊥ ⊥r A B0

Bk i(kz�Q t)0� (1 � a)A v e . (8)k A B0

Equation (8) describes the particles’ gyrospeed in the frame of
. When (initially the newly created particles have zeroU a p 0⊥

flow speed), particles will be strongly scattered in the phase
space. The second term on the right-hand side is crucial for our
understanding the heating in the pickup process. In the phase-
space frame of , a randomization process is complete whenU⊥
particles with characteristic speed moving fromv (0) p �vk th

to z are scattered in the perpendicular directionz(0) p z � v (0)tk

and a phase shift�p in the gyrospeed relative to particles with
is produced. This translates to . For a finitev (0) p 0 kv t ≈ pk th

amplitude Alfvén wave, if , the distribution functionv B /B 1 vk 0A th

will be a ring. Hence, particles are strongly heated. On the other
hand, if , initially particles are already “picked up” bya p 1
(surfing on) the wave. Only the initial random motion survives,
and there is no heating. One notices that if , ,v p 0 A p 1kth

there is also no heating. Hence, the heating is a warm plasma
effect. With , the perpendicular temperature can be found:U⊥

�
m 2j v v2 �[ (0)/ ]k thT p Fu � U F e dv (0)⊥j � ⊥ ⊥ k�2k v p ��B th

2m Bj k 2 2p T 1 � (1 � A )(1 � a) , (9)j0 k[ ]2m b Bp j 0

where is the plasma beta of speciesj. The2b p 8pn k T /Bj e B j0 0

heating is obviously mass-proportional.
Substituting equation (5) into equation (4), and letting

and , one findsv � v (0) ≈ v Q � k(v � v (0)] ≈ Q0 0A k A A k

2Bkv p v (0) � v (1 � a) {1 � cos [Q t � kv t � kv (0)t]},0k k A A k2B0

(10)

Using the same procedure to obtain and , we find theU T⊥ ⊥
average parallel velocity and temperature:

2BkU p v (1 � a)[1 � A cos (Q t � kv t)], (11)k k 0A A2B0

4 22m B (1 � a)j k 2 2T p T 1 � [(C � A ) cos (Q t � kv t)kj j0 k k 0 A2{ m b Bp j 0

2� (1 � C ) sin (Q t � kv t)] ,k 0 A }
(12)

where .
2 2 2 2� v2 �x �k tth�C p 1/ p cos (kv tx)e dx p 0.5� 0.5e∫��k th

When , and . We then obtain asymptotict r � A p 0 C p 0.5k k

values:

2B Bk kv�ik( t�z)AU p �v e , U p v (1 � a) , (13)⊥ kA A 2B B0 0

2 2(1 � a) m Bj kT p T 1 � ,⊥j j0 [ ]2m b Bp j 0

4 2m B (1 � a)j kT p T 1 � . (14)kj j0 [ ]4m b Bp j 0

Subtracting equation (11) from equation (10), when ,t r �
one finds

2Bkv � U p v (0) � v (1 � a) cos [Q t � kv t � kv (0)t].k 0k k A A k2B0

(15)

It is possible that the second term on the right-hand side is
larger than the initial random thermal velocity . In thisv (0)k

case, the velocity distribution plotted in the plane may bev -vk y

a ring as well (see Fig. 2).
To verify the above analysis, a test particle simulation was

conducted by calculating the full dynamics of particles (eq. [2])
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Fig. 1.—Time history of the perpendicular temperature and theT /T⊥He He0

parallel temperature (top), the temperature anisotropy (mid-T /T T /TkHe He0 ⊥He kHe

dle), and the average parallel velocity (bottom). Here we choose theU /vk A

particle as He�1, and the parameters are , ,a p 0 q/Q p 0.25p/125≈ 0.0063p

, .2 2b p 0.01 B /B p 0.09He k 0

Fig. 2.—Top panel: Scatter plots of helium He�1 velocity in the velocity
plane perpendicular to .Bottom panel: Scatter plots of helium He�1 velocityvk

in the plane parallel to the background magnetic field. Relevant parameters
are those in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.—Time history of and (top), (middle), andT /T T /T T /T⊥He He0 kHe He0 ⊥He kHe

(bottom). Here , , 2 2U /v kv /Q p 0.25p/125≈ 0.0063 b p 0.01 B /B pk p He k 0A A

. The He�1 ions are steadily and uniformly created between and0.09 z p 0
at .�11000v Q 0 ! Q t ! 100p pA

in the electromagnetic field of a given Alfve´n wave described
by equation (1). The equations were solved using the Boris al-
gorithm with time step ( is the proton�1Dt p 0.01Q Qp p

gyrofrequency) and periodic boundary conditions. Initially,
200,000 particles with Maxwellian velocity distribution were
evenly distributed in a region with length (1000 cells).�11000v QpA

The flow speed of these particles was zero. The average parallel
velocity, and the parallel and perpendicular temperatures,
were obtained by using the following procedure: we first
computed , , and2U p Av S T p (m /k )A(v � Av S) S T pk k j B ⊥z z z

in every cell (angle brackets2 2(m /2k )A(v � Av S) � (v � Av S) Sj B x x y y

denote an average over a cell). These quantities were then av-
eraged over all cells, so only random motions contribute to the
temperatures. Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the perpen-
dicular temperature (here 0 refers to the initial value)T /TkHe He0

and the parallel temperature (top), the temperature an-T /T⊥He He0

isotropy (middle), and the average parallel velocityT /T U /v⊥ k k A

of the test particle simulation (bottom). The shaded areas are due
to rapid ion gyrations. The results are consistent with our ana-
lytical predictions. At , an asymptotic stage isQ t ≈ 12,000p

reached: , , and withU /v ≈ 0.086 T /T ≈ 34 T /T ≈ 3.9k ⊥He He0 kHe He0A

the temperature anisotropy .T /T ≈ 8.7⊥He kHe

Figure 2 displays scatter plots of the helium ions in the five
cells around at , 2800, 6600, and�1z p 500v Q Q t p 0p pA

11,000. Initially, helium ions satisfy the Maxwellian distribu-
tion with and . Helium ions are dra-v p 0.005v b p 0.01Heth A

matically scattered in the transverse direction in the phase
space. The ring velocity distributions are nicely shown in Fig-
ure 2. The ring velocity distribution is unstable (Lu & Wang
2005). The velocity distribution may eventually be thermalized
by relevant microscopic instabilities of the ring distribution.
The bulk acceleration of particles along is obvious. This isB0

because in the frame of the Alfve´n phase speed, the kinetic
energy of particles is conserved. As particles are picked up by
the wave, they gain a bulk acceleration along .B0

3. PICKUP OF CONTINUOUSLY CREATED IONS

In a partially ionized plasma, the creation of new ions due
to photoionization or collisional ionization is highly random.
Consider a region with a low plasma beta and where the am-
plitude of an Alfvén wave is finite. When ions are created from
neutrals, they are subject to rapid gyromotions. The continuous
creation of ions represents a continuous phase shift in the ion
gyrospeed. This will naturally mix the phase of particles’ gy-
rospeeds. To explore the pickup process of continuously created
ions, a new test particle simulation is conducted. The Alfve´n
wave and the simulation box are the same as in § 2. However,
1000 particles are deployed every at�10.25Q 0 ≤ Q t ≤ 100p p

(one particle per cell). The beta value of the newly created
He�1 ions is 0.01, and they have zero flow speed. The results
of the simulation are shown in Figures 3 and 4, which are
plotted in the same way as Figures 1 and 2. Note that in the

plane, because the radius of the ring (Fig. 3) is ,v -v B v /Bk 0x y A

the origin, where new particles are created around there, is
always on the ring. When new He�1 ions are continuously
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Fig. 4.—Top panel: Scatter plots of helium He�1 velocity in the velocity
plane perpendicular to .Bottom panel: scatter plots of helium He�1 velocityvk

in the plane parallel to the background magnetic field. Relevant parameters
are those in Fig. 3.

created, the heating and scattering process are completed when
they have filled the ring of radius in the plane.B v /B v -vk 0A x y

This only takes one gyroperiod of He�1 ions, or when
, as shown in Figures 3 and 4. Hence, the heating ofQ t p 8pp

these particles is extremely rapid. The ion creation process was
terminated at time ; however, no change is observed�1t p 100Q p

as . We believe that the rapid heating due to Alfve´nQ t ≥ 8pp

waves reported by Wang et al. (2006) is due to their deployment
of particles within one gyroperiod, even though they used many
wave modes in their computations.

4. DISCUSSION FOR POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

The Alfvén wave pickup of newly created ions may have
applications at the top of the chromosphere or the lower tran-
sition region. Let us consider the region with an ion cyclotron
frequency much higher than Coulomb collision frequencies,
low plasma beta, and finite amplitude Alfve´n waves. For neutral

helium, when wave frequencies are higher than the ion neutral
collision frequencies, the perturbed ion and neutral velocity
will have a considerable difference between their phases and
amplitudes (De Pontieu & Haerendel 1998). In coronal funnels,
the plasma beta at the lower transition region is much smaller
than unity (Li 2003). For finite amplitude waves, the pickup
process described above may operate and heat newly created
He�1 ions. Due to collisions, the temperature is not expected
to reach the value given by equation (14). Instead, the energy
will be transferred to protons and electrons via Coulomb cou-
pling. Obviously, the thermal energy of He�1 gained through
the pickup process will be passed to He�2 later on when He�2

are created. As the ionization continues to the transition region
(Hansteen et al. 1997), the pickup process will contribute to
the plasma heating there.

The pickup of instantly created ions by an Alfve´n wave or
the pickup of ions by an Alfve´n wave instantly introduced into
a plasma is quite efficient even for low-frequency waves in col-
lisionless plasmas. The pickup process is complete when

or , where is the period of the wave.kv t p p t p (v /2v )t tA Ath A th

Transverse oscillations of active region coronal loops that sud-
denly appear with periods of 2–33 minutes have been frequently
observed by theTransition Region and Coronal Explorer (Na-
kariakov et al. 1999; Aschwanden et al. 2002). The oscillations
usually just last several wave periods. The relative amplitude

of these waves can reach 0.05 (Aschwanden et al. 2002).B /Bk 0

For a typically observed 106 K coronal loop with a density of
109 cm�3 and a magnetic field of 30 G, the plasma beta value
is 0.00385. Due to the pickup process, the perpendicular tem-
perature of helium ions and oxygen ions may be increased to
3.6 and 11.4 times their original values, respectively.
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